
Cherry, Brian K 

9/12/2011 4:13:02 PM
'Zafar, Marzia' (marzia.zafar@cpuc.ca.gov); Bottorff, Thomas E 
(/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TEB3); Jacobson, Erik B 
(RegRel) (/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=EBJl); Allen, Meredith 
(/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=MEAe); 
dskopec@semprautilities.com (dskopec@semprautilities.com); 
BPrusnek@semprautilities.com (BPrusnek@semprautilities.com)
Minkin, Angela K. (angela.minkin@cpuc.ca.gov)

From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Bee:
Subject: RE: Safety and Ratemaking

Erik will take the lead for PG&E. We have a few ideas we'd like to share.

From: Zafar, Marzia [mailto:marzia.zafar@cpuc.ca.gov]
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 2:52 PM
To: dskopec@semprautilities.com; BPrusnek@semprautilities.com; Bottorff, Thomas E; Cherry, Brian K 
Cc: Minkin, Angela K.
Subject: Safety and Ratemaking

Hello,

As you may have heard, Paul Cianon has asked Angie Minkin and me to take on a special project 
related to reforming the way safety matters are considered in the Commission’s ratemaking procedures 
and proceedings. This process is outside of any formal proceeding. We will be establishing a 
stakeholder process to discuss these issues, but we wanted to seek early input from some key 
stakeholders, particularly those who have substantial experience in these matters. Accordingly, we are 
planning for a workshop in early December and for now are informally meeting with some key 
stakeholders to gauge ideas and also get to learn new ideas.

We would like to have a joint meeting with both companies. We are open on any Tues/Wed/Thursday 
(except for Thursday, Sept 22nd). I can arrange a meeting in Room 5305 of the CPUC. We would like 
to have representatives of each company, specifically a few operations and a few regulatory folks. 
Please note that I’m only referring to this preliminary meeting with Angie and myself; the workshop 
notice will be sent out separately at a later time.

Please let us know if you can be available to meet with us (you can arrange a date that makes sense to 
both companies and then get back to me, if that is easier). For those in LA or SD we can always to 
video conference if travel is an issue.
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Regards,

marzia

Mania Zafar * * 415-703-1997
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